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Master's Programme 'Computational Linguistics' HSE must be completed in accordance with the University Rules and
regulations specified by each educational programme. Automatic Generation of Word Definition Based on the Context.

Tatsuhiko Matsushita: In what order should learners learn Japanese vocabulary? Kemel Jouini:Parametric and
microparametric investigations in the sentence structure of Arabic. Nicholas Wilson:Leadership as
communicative practice: The discursive construction of leadership and team identity in a New Zealand rugby
team. Stylistic variation in West Yorkshire bilinguals: a forensic perspective The effects of heroin on speech
and voice quality The phonetics of distress Guilty accents? Ewa Kusmierczyk: "The only problem is getting a
job" - multimodal discourse analysis of job interviews in New Zealand. Liza Tarasova: Nominal compounds in
English and Russian. Yosuke Sasao:Diagnostic tests of English vocabulary learning proficiency: guessing
from context and knowledge of word parts. Fenty Siregar: In pursuit of intercultural communicative
competence: An investigation into English language policy and practices at a private university in Indonesia.
Anna Piasecki :The effects of proficiency on sub-lexical processing in bilingual visual word recognition.
Pamela Protheroe:The effect of illustrations on the ability of children to draw inferences while reading
narrative texts. TJ Boutorwick: Productive vocabulary and extensive reading. Gillian Claridge:What makes a
good graded reader? Former students Shih Min Loo: Investigating face-to-face and computer-mediated
out-of-class collaboration in an English for Technical Writing course in Malaysia. Patrick Foss:Vocabulary
use and development in a corpus of Japanese learner blogs. A corpus-based approach. Keely Kidner: Beyond
greenwash: Environmental discourses of appropriation and resistance. Ha Hoang:Metaphorical language in
second language learners' essays: Products and processes. Maria Stubbe:"Was that my misunderstanding?
Kirsten Smiler: Maori deaf children and their whanau: a study of nature and impacts of early intervention.
Betsy Quero Bastidas: The vocabulary load of academic texts. Deborah Chua: Comparative alternation in
y-adjectives. Chi Duc Nguyen: Fostering incidental vocabulary uptake from audio-visual materials: The role
of text comprehension. Effects of listener age and sex on the perceived guilt of a native and non-native suspect
Who to contact. Rebecca White:Lexical richness in adolescent writing: Investigating productive vocabulary in
New Zealand secondary schools. Lauren Whitty: A corpus-based study of English modal auxiliaries using the
British National Corpus, with a focus on a classroom and learner coursebook series. Psycholinguistics The
sensitivity of the distinction between English restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses for Chinese L2
learners The acquisition of 'any' by Polish speakers learners of English: how the knowledge changes with
proficiency An assessment of standardised and spontaneous language measures in late talkers Subjacency
violations in second language acquisition: some evidence from Chinese Mandarin speakers of L2 English L1
phonological transfer of Korean microprosody to L2 English L2 acquisition of English binding anaphora by
adult learners bilingual in Cantonese and Korean Who did you ask me what to judge for? Leilarna
Kingsley:Language policy in multilingual workplaces: Management, practices and beliefs in banks in
Luxembourg. Zihan Yin: Linking adverbials in English. British infant-directed speech: Cultural differences
and developmental consequences Phonological memory and langage development in late talkers: Does
phonological memory provide a key link between early phonological and lexical development? Jemma
Simeon: Language learning strategies: an exploration of practices in the secondary schools in the Seychelles.
Useful links. Seyed Hadi Mirvahedi:Language policies, language practices and language shift in Tabriz.
Jeremy Koay:Self-improvement books: A genre analysis. Jeanette Fletcher:The role of discourse in
establishing an enabling context for organizational knowledge creation: An ethnographic study. Shota Mukai:
Needs analysis for the development of academic speech skills. Jackie Yeoh: Email communication in the
workplace. Mariana Lazzaro Salazar:Investigating nurses' professional identity construction in two health
settings in New Zealand. Joseph Sorell: Making a high frequency word list. Erwin La Cruz: The nature of
phonological representations in a second language. Douglas Meyer: Testing English as an international
language. Tatsuya Nakata: Optimising second language vocabulary learning from flashcards.


